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Industry-leading Gearbox Warranty
Our new gearbox seal 
technology features 
advanced engineering, 
and material specifically 
developed for heavy-duty 

jobs in harsh environments, resulting in 
less leaks and downtime. More uptime 
means more productivity for you! The 
industry-leading six-year warranty covers 
not just the gearbox but also the seals, 
alleviating any concerns about leakage 
and giving you confidence that the 
Batwing® will be extremely dependable.

OREGON, ILLINOIS USA

SUPERIOR DESIGN.  
SUPERIOR DURABILITY.  

SUPERIOR STYLE.

Woods rotary cutters have helped tame American terrain 
since 1946.

Now, they have arrived in Europe. And, they are not alone. 

Along with mowers and cutters, Woods offers a broad line of 
three-point attachments, ensuring you have just the right tool 
to not only mow your green areas and vegetation, but to tackle 
a variety of earthmoving and grounds maintenance jobs.

Our design engineers perform an extraordinary amount 
of modeling and testing before a product is ever put into 
production. This strict approach to analysis and development 
helps ensure that attachments in the field can endure years of 
rigorous work – earning us a reputation for superb durability. 
And, our attachments don’t just perform well, they look good 
doing it – quality is built into the fit and finish of every product 
we design and build.

Our products are backed by a growing network of dealers, 
prepared to handle your sales and service needs. These 
equipment experts rely on our assembly plant and warehouse 
in Belgium for prompt delivery and support of machines and 
repair parts.

Genuine Woods Parts
Maintain the quality and performance 
of your Woods equipment with genuine 
replacement parts, available from your 
authorized Woods dealer.

Find a Woods Dealer 
Woods mowing, earthmoving, and 
grounds maintenance equipment 
is distributed through a network of 
authorized dealers. To find your nearest 
store, visit woodsequipment.eu.

woodsequipment@woodsequipment.com | woodsequipment.eu



BW15.70
Shown with standard 
chain shielding

OVER 50 YEARS AGO, WOODS® 
INTRODUCED THE ORIGINAL 
FLEXWING ROTARY CUTTER, 
THE BATWING®. IT INSTANTLY 

BECAME A HOUSEHOLD NAME 
FOR FLEXWING CUTTERS. WHY? 

BECAUSE YOU NEEDED A RUGGED 
PIECE OF EQUIPMENT THAT 

COULD TACKLE THE TOUGHEST 
CROP SHREDDING AND MOWING 

JOBS… AND THE BATWING 
DELIVERED.

ROTARY CUTTERS



BATWING® CUTTERS



The original Batwing rotary cutter is designed to suit not only large scale livestock and crop farmers’ 
requirements, but also the needs of contractors, aviation facilities, and military bases. A rotary cutter is a must-
have for large areas of grass and pasture, grazing paddocks, overgrown grass, and arable land. 

Although mowing is very basic grassland management, it is essential to use top quality equipment to get a nice, 
clean cut and ensure good regrowth.

Along with a number of other advantages like more even distribution, the deep deck and superior baffle design 
of the Batwing lifts up more material and suspends it to be cut multiple times in a single pass. That makes you 
more productive and reduces the time spent mowing. Set the cutting height at the desired level by adjusting the 
stroke of the hydraulic cylinder, which also improves productivity and makes the cutter easy to use.

Whether you’re cutting grass, brush, or crop residue, the high performing Woods Batwing offers excellent cut 
quality, and more productivity and fuel efficiency per hectare.  

MORE THAN A CUTTER

CORN STALKS FALLOW AND UNCULTIVATED LAND
The Batwing rotary cutter is a versatile tool for land management because it does more than just cut. 
It shreds.

Freshly cut corn leaves and stalks, commonly called crop residue, provide sources of valuable organic 
carbon and nitrogen. The Batwing cutter is able to slash biodegradable residue into small pieces with 
its highly efficient, optional shredding kit. This facilitates decomposition, improves soil fertility and 
helps control crop diseases and destructive insects.

When using the Batwing to shred crop residue, the rear of the cutter deck should be lower than the 
front, to help recut material and ensure a finer shred.

Finely shredded corn does not affect the performance of tilling and ploughing equipment, which 
improves output and productivity.

To learn more about getting the most efficient and effective performance from your Batwing cutter, 
visit woodsequipment.eu. 



15-FOOT BATWING® EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Integrated Chain Shielding  
Chain shielding is integrated with 
the frame to prevent damage.

PTO Lift Assist 
New patent-pending driveline lift 
assistance system makes it easy 
to  hook up – and is standard on all 
BW15 models.

Sloped Deck 
Smooth, sloped steel decks shed 
water and debris.

Rounded Wings & Curved 
Leading Edge 
Rounded wings easily maneuver 
around obstacles and slice through 
tall brush while the curved leading 
edge shrugs off impact.

SUPERIOR DESIGN
The Batwing is designed with a high torque capacity, a deep deck with welded baffles, and our easy 
tractor hook-up so you will get to work quickly and mow more material in less time. Woods Batwing 
cutters set the standard for cut quality, distribution and ease of use, whether you’re cutting brush or 
shredding stalks.

SUPERIOR DURABILITY
We not only build the toughest Batwing, we build the only Batwing.  
But, don’t just choose us for our name, choose us for the hours of testing 
in extreme conditions, the rugged sub-structure, and the industry-leading 
welding and paint standard. Choose Batwing for the sheer ability to  
tame the most unruly fields, waterways, pastures and roadsides.

BW15.70



15-FOOT BATWING® EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Heavy-duty Gearboxes
Massive, heavy-duty gearboxes deliver 
more cutting power and performance. 
New, advanced gearbox seal technology, 
designed for hard conditions, reduces

leaks and downtime and is
backed by our six-year
gearbox warranty, which
includes the seals.

Extremely Strong   
Structure 
A steel tube around the perimeter 
absorbs shock and creates 
stronger, longer-lasting machines.

SUPERIOR STYLE
Woods was the first to introduce a smooth, sloped deck that sheds debris. Raising components off 
the deck makes clean-up easy and covering hoses protects from wear and damage. Bolt-on, heavy-
duty skid shoes with an ‘approachable’ leading edge reduce sod damage when turning and protect 
the deck from damage.

Easy Maintenance 
Greasable Quick-Change blade pins 
on BW15 are easy to remove.



20-FT BATWING® EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Quick-change Blade System 
Woods’ exclusive Quick-Change 
blade system allows for easy 
changing of blades from the 
top of the deck.

Greasable Pivot Pins 
Greasable pivot points are located  
on turnbuckle and axle arms to 
increase durability and reduce wear.

Easy to Maintain 
Hinged metal gearbox shields open 
easily for maintenance.

SUPERIOR DESIGN
The 20-foot Batwing rotary cutter features our well-known, classic 
Batwing profile while delivering Woods quality and efficient performance.

SUPERIOR DURABILITY
Built with superior durability to power through tall grasses, heavy 
brush, or trees ranging from 5 - 10 centimeters in diameter.



20-FT BATWING® EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

BW20.61 
Shown with standard 
chain shielding.

Deep Side Frame 
Fully baffled, 33,7 cm deep side frame 
handles more material, distributes evenly, 
and reduces blade to deck contact. 

Enhanced Wheel Yokes
High-strength bolts and improved design have 
increased wheel yoke strength and durability. 

Heavy-duty Gearboxes
Massive, heavy-duty gearboxes delivermore 
cutting power and performance.New, ad-
vanced gearbox seal technology,designed for 
hard conditions, reduces leaks and downtime 
and is backed by our six-yeargearbox warranty, 
which includes the seals.

Greasable Pivot Pins 
Greasable pivot points are located  
on turnbuckle and axle arms to 
increase durability and reduce wear.

SUPERIOR STYLE
Woods’ 20-foot model BW20.71 
features a double  deck, built extra   heavy 
to handle the most rugged applications.



SPECIFICATIONS

Two additional blades in the optional 
shredding kit improve performance 
when you need the finest shred cut. 
Highly recommended for chopping 
crop residue.

Optional on BW15.60, BW15.70, 
BW20.61, and BW20.71.

Deck design and baffling helps recut 
material, ensuring a finer shred and 
more even distribution. 

SHREDDING KIT WELDED BAFFLES

All models except BW12 are certified 
for roadway towing, with lights, 
reflectors, decals, and a transport 
width within three meters.

EASY TRANSPORT

MODEL BW12* BW15.50
STANDARD-DUTY

BW15.60
HEAVY-DUTY

BW15.70
EXTREME-DUTY

BW20.51
STANDARD-DUTY

BW20.61
HEAVY-DUTY

BW20.71
EXTREME-DUTY

Tractor PTO (hp) 35 - 160 40 - 200 55 - 275 65 - 300 70-200 hp 70-300 hp 70-300 hp

Cutting Width (m) 3,66 4,60 4,60 4,60 6,10

Cutting Height (cm) 5 - 30 5 - 38 5 - 38 5 - 38 5 - 38 cm

Cutting Capacity Diameter (cm) 3,8 6,4 10,2 11,4 5,0 7,5 10,2

PTO Speed (rpm) 540 540 - 1000 540 - 1000 540 - 1000 1000

Weight (kg) 1111 1969 2087 2495 3080 3170 3855

Deck Thickness (mm) 2,67 3,43 4,54 6,4 3,4 3,4 / 3,4 (dual deck)

Output Shaft Size (cm) 4 5,1 7,6 7,6 5,1 7,6

Axle Suspensions 
(o) = optional

single spring arm single spring arm
single spring arm,

spring-loaded arm (o),
walking tandem (o)

single spring arm, 
spring-loaded arm (o),

walking tandem (o)

standard spring arm,
walking tandem (o)

Wheel Options

25.5 x 8-14 20pr Traks

new construction tire and
5-bolt black wheel assembly

Mighty Mow 27 x 8.50 -15
with turf profile

Marathoner 27 x 8.50 -15
with agricultural profile

Mighty Mow 27 x 8.50 -15
with turf profile

Marathoner 27 x 8.50 -15
with agricultural profile

Mighty Mow 27 x 8.50 -15
with turf profile

Marathoner 27 x 8.50 -15
with agricultural profile

Mighty Mow 27 x 8.50 -15
with turf profile

Marathoner 27 x 8.50 -15
with agricultural profile

Towing Eyes 50 mm eye coupling, 40mm 
eye coupling, K80 ball hitch

50 mm eye coupling, 40mm 
eye coupling, K80 ball hitch

50 mm, 40 mm eye cou-
pling, K80 ball hitch

50 mm, 40 mm eye cou-
pling, K80 ball hitch 50 mm, 40mm eye coupling, K80 ball hitch

Transportation Width (m) 2,69 2,97 2,97 2,97 2,96

*Local road towing regulations may apply. See your local dealer.
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Single Spring Arm

As our standard option, the single 
spring arm is ideal for more level 
terrain and smooth rolling hills.  

Not available on BW20.

Spring-loaded Arm

Four heavy springs fitted on the arms 
improve the driving comfort and 
performance on uneven ground. 

Optional on BW15.60 and BW15.70. 
Standard on BW20.51, BW20.61, 
BW20.71.

Walking Tandem

The walking tandem improves stability 
on rough terrains, makes the machine 
easier to pull and improves road 
transport. The pivoting point helps to 
reduce soil compaction. 

Optional on BW15.60, BW15.70, 
BW20.51, BW20.61, BW20.71.

AXLE SUSPENSION
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Warning! Some images may show safety shields removed to provide a better view. Equipment should never be operated with any safety shield removed. Some machines in this brochure may be shown with optional 
equipment. Always operate machines in accordance with supplied operator’s manuals. ©2019 Woods Equipment Company. All rights reserved. WOODS and Woods logo are trademarks of Woods Equipment 
Company. All other trademarks, trade names, or service marks not owned by Woods Equipment Company that appear in this brochure are the property of their respective companies or mark holders. Specifications 
subject to change without notice.
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